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From being a city of pearls,
lakes and rocks, Hyderabad
transformed into the country’s
scientiﬁc and educational capital
in 1990’s. Today it is home to
research institutions and over a
dozen universities and is a major
player in IT, biotechnology &
healthcare

It is not the agitation but the
ambiguity that is threatening
the growth of industry in the
city. Hyderabad, which is the
heart of the country, should
be given special status to put
an end to this uncertainty
and address investor
concerns
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The last quarter results of
Hyderabad’s pharmaceutical
and healthcare sectors are
encouraging despite the
‘T’ stir. The city accounted
for 75 per cent bulk drug
manufacturing and hospital
revenues here grew by 20 per
cent

There is an excessive
concentration of development
in Hyderabad. We need to halt
this growth and decentralize
development so that other cities
of Andhra Pradesh become
vibrant and more livable. This
will ensure Hyderabad is healthy
and not obese

MAZHAR HUSSEIN
FOUNDER, CONFEDERATION OF VOLUNTARY
ASSOCIATIONS

The creation of a separate state
will not guarantee minorities any
control over political economy.
The focus should be on justice,
where people are not judged by
their backgrounds but on the
basis of their talents. Hyderabad
should become a just capital

HYDERABAD SPEAKS...
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

these satellite cities across AP would develop,” Harish Chandra Prasad said.
The dean of Indian School of Business, Ajit Rangnekar,
further developed the growth corridor idea by stating that
how developing another mega region was a possible solution
to protect Hyderabad. Citing the examples of other Indian cities that are close to regions of growth such as Mumbai-Pune,
NCR, Bangalore-Mysore-Chennai, he said Hyderabad had no
such region close to it. “Hyderabad runs a major risk of losing
out. We can create a large city within a 200 km distance from

Hyderabad: There is no one way of looking at the Telangana
issue and this was most evident at a conference organized by
The Times of India, ‘The T Junction – Securing Hyderabad’s
future’. In a power-packed three-hour dialogue held here on
Tuesday, speakers representing varied sectors discussed ideas, issues and of course apprehensions related to the T-issue,
which has been playing on the minds of Hyderabadis for the
last two years. From throwing up solutions such as creating
more power centres in the state to drawing the attention of the powers-that-be to look outside “city concerns” and develop villages, the T-conference had all
that it takes to possibly pave a roadmap for safeguarding Hyderabad based on civil society voices.
The conference, held at the Marriott, Tank Bund,
as part of The Times of India’s ‘Hyderabad’s T Junction’ initiative, saw industry leaders, representatives
of the social sector, businessmen and academicians
come together to discuss the subject. Speaking to a
select gathering, all the panelists emphasized on one
thing __ develop more cities in the state and end the
uncertainty soon as the delay was only affecting Hyderabad, a city that has over the years evolved into an
important metropolis.
Sharing the story of Hyderabad’s transformation
was social worker-writer Chandana Chakrabarti who
said how the city may have acquired an IT identity
over the last one decade but much prior to that it was
more known for its unique ‘tehzeeb’, lakes and rocks
and also as one of the richest princely states in the
country. “There is possibly no other city in the world
that has undergone such a transformation in such a
short period of time,” Chakrabarti said, tracing the
city’s journey from that of trading pearls to exporting software. She said how it was the city’s pleasant ‘T’ TALK: Audience listens in rapt attention to the panel discussion on The ‘T’
weather and the large tracts of available land that Junction: Securing Hyderabad’s Future, organised by TOI on Tuesday
drew people from across regions and communities to
Hyderabad,” Rangnekar said. He, however, also noted that “we
settle down here. Speaking of the T demand, she said: “The
need to look at the issue as Indians” and not through the lens
United States has one-third the population but 50 states and
of regions.
we have 30 states.”
It was in the same spirit of developing other regions that
Given the growth the city has seen, the interest of busiMuralikrishna Reddy, managing director, Mak group
nessmen and that of investors in the city has become
of companies, noted there was need to look outside
important as much as protecting `Brand HyderaHyderabad. “The city has too many industries, hospibad’. Voicing this concern, Harish Chandra Prasad,
tals, entertainment options. It is overburdened. Why
former chairperson of CII (AP chapter) said that the
can’t IT go to Vijayawada or Karimnagar,” he asked,
industry had suffered over the last couple of years.
adding now was the time to focus on mid-level cities
“The year 2009-10 was a bad period for Hyderabad,”
of AP.
he said, listing the global recession, the Satyam saga,
Also questioning the emphasis on Hyderabad was
drought and ﬂood, YSR’s sudden death followed by
Krishna Sagar Rao, corporate strategist and CEO
the Telangana agitation. A possible solution to proof Matrix Mentoring Pvt. Ltd, whose argument was
tect Hyderabad was to have a three-pronged outward
however not about developing other regions. “We
development approach from Hyderabad, one towards
are losing touch with the masses and the ﬁghts are no longer
Nizamabad, another towards Rayalaseema and the third toabout them, but about money,” he said, adding that people
wards Vijayawada. “Once this growth corridor is in place,

need to understand the reason why the people of T region are
so passionate about the separate state demand. He emphasized
it was impossible to safeguard Hyderabad’s interest without
keeping the concerns of the larger T region in mind.
Kingshuk Nag, resident editor, The Times of India (Hyderabad), said a possible solution was having a Special Administrative Region for Hyderabad, which would have a city government, a council of ministers and an assembly, who would
report to the state of AP and not the Centre. This, Nag said,
could protect investor interest even as it would stay integrated
with AP (or Telangana).
Over the years, Hyderabad has emerged as a major
player in four crucial sectors __ IT, pharmaceutical, education and healthcare and it is difﬁcult to shake the concrete foundation on which these sectors stand tall, said Dr
Hari Prasad, CEO (Central region), Apollo Hospitals. In
the past also, the city has witnessed other agitations but
the “gene of Hyderabad has remained unchanged”.
Some speakers like social activist and COVA founder
Mazhar Hussein and principal of Silver Oaks school
Seetha Murty questioned the agitation, albeit for different
reasons. Hussein said the Telangana agitation was “for
the control of political economy” and in this context the
minority did not have much hope. He likened the fear of
“settlers” to that of Muslims post Nizam’s era, when Muslims lost their political power. “Unfortunately, everything
is being looked at through the lens of Andhra and Telangana,” he said, adding the divide between the two Telugu
speaking populace was worrisome.
Murty’s put forth the concern of educational institutions and the lessons children were learning these days.
If the right to education was a textbook lesson, forcibly
closed schools and disrupted academic calendars did not
convey the same. Again, if textbook lessons are about unity in diversity, the demand for separation is not.
Like schools, a crucial sector affected has been that of
the IT industry. Bipin Chandra Pendyala, vice president
CA India Technology and secretary, IT & ITeS Industry Association of AP said that ﬁrms have been making mammoth
arrangements to protect their employees and ensure smooth
ﬂow of their work processes. He said that the state’s IT revenue was Rs 35,000 crore, a major chunk of which was generated in Hyderabad and that the state accounted for over 15
per cent of the national IT industry size. Protecting the city’s
image was crucial, he said, adding how companies were burning the midnight oil convincing clients abroad that Hyderabad
was not burning.
There needs to be a vision for Hyderabad, for its future
but it is lacking currently in government plans, said Karuna
Gopal, founder, Foundation for Futuristic Cities. She said that
the Latin Amercian model can be tried in Hyderabad where
livelihood is tied or related to the economy. She said Hyderabad suffered from a “triple E” deﬁcit __ Economy, Environment, Equity. She noted that the city needed a development
plan, which it lacked currently.
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It is not just in Hyderabad that
agitations have occurred. If
the powers that be deny what
people deserve, an agitation can
break out anywhere, like it did
on Wall Street. We, therefore,
need to know, listen, empathise
and feel for the cause even if we
do not support it

There are only 40 mega regions
in the world. Two-third of the
global GDP and 80 per cent of
patents globally come from
these regions, which include
the Silicon Valley and Greater
New York. Hyderabad needs
to be developed into a mega
region on similar lines

Young adults in schools and colleges,
in their impressionable age, should
be taught certain values. We live in a
democracy but we have had to plead
with protestors to keep our schools
open. Those leading the protests
must realise that they need to set
an example for students by not
disturbing the academic year

AND ITES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AP

The cost of operations was once the
lowest in Hyderabad but has now
shot up. Over the last 24 months it
has become a challenge for the IT
sector in Hyderabad to attract senior
talent. Headhunters too have been
playing the ‘T’ card to drag talent
away from the city

T-BYTES
Usha Reddy, principal, MERIDIAN SCHOOL

The discussion threw up
diverse options that
people had not thought
about earlier. The threepronged growth corridor
as suggested by a panelist
for instance was an interesting
perspective that seems feasible and
should be explored further
Jasveen Jairath, FOUNDER CONVENER, SOUL

The ‘T’ initiative of TOI is
highly laudable. Better
participation from the
poor strata of society and
focus on the possibility of a
strong citizens’ movement to
resolve the crisis should be the next
step to take this discussion
forward
Srinivas Murthy, ARCHITECT

The initiative brought
experts from various ﬁelds
on the same platform to
talk about the Telangana
agitation. But other than
discussing the future of
Hyderabad we need to debate on
whether separate statehood is going
to bring development to the region
T Muralidharan, EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, TMI GROUP

The ‘T’ discussion was
appropriately timed. I feel
it is indeed important for
us to keep our emotions
at bay and decide the
fate of Hyderabad based on
principles, as was suggested by one
of the panelists

KARUNA GOPAL
FOUNDER, FOUNDATION FOR FUTURISTIC CITIES

Hyderabad should not become
an epic story of wasted
promises. But this is a fear
the city faces considering its
development plans have no
futuristic vision. We need to
integrate industrial policy with
land use for better growth of
the city

